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The payments landscape is currently undergoing massive
change. With new technologies and new regulations come
increasing fragmentation, fraud, and cyber risks, as well as
increased customer-centric obligations. To discuss these
pressing issues, more than 170 senior payments professionals
from Europe and beyond came together from 13-15 March
2018 for the 17th edition of the European Payment Summit
(EPS). Taking place at The Hague’s Louwman Museum – housing
the world’s oldest private collection of cars – delegates engaged
in two days of debate about the implications of these changes
and the need for both national and global alignment in the
payments landscape.
In collaboration with the City of The Hague, EPS 2018 was
organized by Currency Research (CR), an international
knowledge-based services firm dedicated to providing
specialized conferences, consultancy, and research to the public
and private sector in the Currency and Payments areas. Saskia
Bruines, Deputy Mayor of The Hague, launched the event with
a warm welcome to the ‘international city of peace and justice.’
Deputy Mayor Bruines emphasized the key importance of the
EPS 2018 program theme, ‘Securing Transactions,’ in light of the
challenges posed by new technological innovations.
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Dual tracks focused on security in the context of today’s most
important payments trends, innovations, and developments.
New and impending EU regulations informed much of the day’s
discussions, starting with a panel debate on the next level of
payments challenges impacting the industry. Track one looked
at key technological developments and regulatory issues in
the payments/transaction space and, in a special collaboration
with Hague Security Delta (HSD), track two examined security
and fraud in global payments. The EU’s PSD2 and GDPR
loomed large over both days’ discussions, with authentication,
interoperability, regtech, collaboration, identity, and the
customer experience at the forefront of debates.

PAYMENTS
DRIVING DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION
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THE FIDO ALLIANCE AND AUTHENTICATION STANDARDS
Authentication is a core focus in today’s payments landscape, but can transactions mesh both usability and
security? As part of a special collaboration, EPS 2018 welcomed members of the FIDO Alliance to host a Pre-Summit
FIDO Authentication Briefing on 13 March. The FIDO (Fast Identity Online) Alliance is an industry consortium that
is now the world’s largest ecosystem for standards-based, interoperable authentication.
The briefing guided participants through FIDO,
with deployment case studies illustrating its
utility and applications. As FIDO’s authentication
model reduces reliance on complex passwords,
Venable’s Jeremy Grant introduced the
Alliance as a solution to the world’s “password
problem.” Many industry giants, such as Google
and Facebook, are currently FIDO-enabled, and
some governments, including the UK and US,
now recommend FIDO in strategy documents.
Rolf Lindemann of Nok Nok Labs and
Gemalto’s Alain Martin then outlined FIDO’s
applications for the new PSD2 (Revised Payment
Service Directive) requirements.
Michael Sass from MasterCard stressed the need for biometric authentication to ensure compliance with PSD2’s
Strong Customer Authentication (SCA) requirement, with behavioral biometrics as the next wave in security and
innovation. Truxtun’s Malik Metouri then presented the world premiere of a FIDO-certified “singing” MasterCard.
This contactless pre-paid card uses acoustic payment technologies as part of a multi-factor authentication
process. Verizon’s Bharadwaj Pulugundla followed with an overview of the ReCRED consortium (“From Realworld Identities to Privacy-preserving and Attribute-based CREDentials for Device-centric Access Control”), which
moves the burden of authentication from the user to the mobile device.
Digidentity’s Marcel Wendt capped off the briefing with an overview of the Gov.UK Verify initiative, a program
that integrates privacy by design into the authentication experience. Gov.UK links a confirmed digital identity
to a person’s civil or national identity, allowing citizens to securely access certified companies and government
services.
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INSTANT PAYMENTS –
THE NEW NORMAL
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An increasingly connected
and
globalized
world
means that consumers now
expect anytime/anywhere
transactions. What is the
European banking industry
doing to capitalize on the
next wave of evolution in
payments? SWIFT’s Saskia
Devolder moderated an
animated debate on the new connected environment, where
instant payments are becoming the new normal. As examples,
Angeli Kokkes from ABN AMRO mentioned Tikkie, a P2P app
for Dutch and German customers, while Petra Plompen from
EBA Clearing described RT1 – a solution for the processing of
instant SEPA credit transfers at the pan-European level.
Jan Kupfer from HypoVereinsbank/UniCredit Bank AG
noted that the November 2018 launch of TARGET instant
payment settlement (TIPS) service will help push instant
payments into the mainstream. The European Central Bank’s
Mehdi Manaa provided insight on the future of instant payments
and the potential for synergy with high value payments, saying
that instant payments will be soon considered “a new payment
instrument.”
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THE NEW REGULATORY REALITIES: GDPR AND PSD2
As evidenced by the frequency of mentions throughout the event’s panels and discussions, the new regulatory
reality in Europe is top of mind for payments stakeholders in 2018, including the challenges and opportunities
posed by PSD2, as well as GDPR. Governments must now decide whether to impose legal protections on consumer
data or to free it for economic gain on the open market. The EU’s sweeping GDPR takes the former view.
Rob van der Veer from Software
Improvement Group moderated an intimate
panel to brief attendees on GDPR and the
current state of play. “GDPR affects absolutely
everyone,” according to ACI Worldwide’s Silvia
Mensdorff-Pouilly, “but the challenge is that
consumers do not understand, and struggle
to maintain the privacy of their personal
data.” Harm Jan Arendshorst from CEO
iLabs Technologies, echoed this, noting that
the heavy regulations now being imposed on
digital payments and user data is long overdue.
Privacy and security by design must be built
into existing infrastructure and software, and
a regulatory push is the impetus the payments
landscape has needed. Banks too will play an important role, becoming instrumental in value-added services that
will help consumers manage and share their personal data.
With PSD2 will come a revolution in banking. A presentation from Gijs ter Horst of Ximedes outlined the brave
new world of open banking and its relationship to Open APIs in general and PSD2 in particular. Careful design is
key for opening up banks to third parties and to ensure PSD2 compliance; ter Horst recommends that banks call
in experienced software developers to design APIs.
Ongoing regulatory changes can lead to challenging compliance issues. A panel led by Jes Rasmussen from NETS
Group debated the new regulations and directives sweeping across Europe. The debate cast a somewhat critical
eye on PSD2, questioning why regulation necessarily drives banking innovation. Nadja van der Veer of Payment
Counsel remarked on the disparity in the number of TPPs operating across Europe, with more than 800 in the
Nordics and approximately 70 in the Netherlands. This inconsistency informed the “PSD3 wishlist” outlined by
Van Doorne’s Arno Voerman, who would like to transition the directive to a true regulation to ensure consistent
take-up among EU member states.
Continuing this theme, Gijs Boudewijn from the European Banking Federation moderated a debate on next
steps in PSD2 implementation. To set a context for the debate, Ralf Jacob from the European Commission
spoke on efforts to develop a pragmatic solution to push forward PSD2 transposition, with involvement of central
banks, TPPs, and national competent authorities. Addressing an issue preoccupying much of the delegation,
Scott McInnes from Bird & Bird questioned the compatibility of PSD2’s open banking directives with GDPR’s
data sharing restrictions. The focus, according to the panel, is to marry consumer data protection across the EU
with seamless, innovative, and positive transaction experiences from the consumer perspective. In terms of the
latter, James Whittle from the New Payments Systems Operator observed that TPP implementation of the
Redirection Model, the Decoupled Model, or the Embedded Model remains open to discussion.
The PSD2 debate continued with a track panel focused on authentication, guided by moderator Alain Martin
from Gemalto. In the new regulatory landscape of PSD2 and SCA, payments players should train their focus
on three core concepts: customer experience, standards development, and secure biometric authentication.
Rolf Lindemann from Nok Nok Labs, Michael Sass from MasterCard, and Max Snijder from the European
Association for Biometrics then discussed the new RTS and optimal implementation of SCA by both banks and
TPPs that will protect consumers, while also enhancing their overall payments journey.
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SECURING IDENTITY IN THE
DIGITAL LANDSCAPE
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By building cross-border interoperability of national digital IDs
in EU member states, citizens and businesses can benefit more
fully from new digital payment technologies and better utilize
social services. Some have wondered if establishing secure digital
identities is the new oil, soon to be bigger than payments. The
Estonian model provided useful context for the debate. Taimar
Peterkop from the Estonian Information System Authority
described Estonia’s mandatory national eID strategy, with each
citizen assigned a unique number to confirm physical and digital
identities. This forward-thinking approach has provided food
for thought for other governments; however, the initiative’s
scalability poses a significant challenge.
With Estonia in mind, Rob Leslie of Sedicii led a panel on digital
identity and the fragmentation that has led to “spaghetti” – a lack
of standardization and an array of different localized schemes.
Piet Mallekoote from iDIN remarked that the incredible
institutional diversity across Europe contributes to this siloed
“spaghetti” effect. This
complexity, according
to Michael Salmony
of equensWorldline,
challenges efforts to
create an EU-wide
e-identity
scheme.
However, along with
Estonia’s
Peterkop,
Salmony emphatically
rejects a “one-sizefits-all” model. They instead propose cooperation between the
public and private sectors to develop a federated system of
interoperable digital ID schemes. The eiDAS regulation is a good
start. As Salmony noted, “If you can solve identity, everything
else is just bookkeeping.”
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ACCELERATING THE PACE: AI AND QUANTUM COMPUTING
Society is poised to undergo a breathtaking sea change in computing power and information processing in only five
years. George Gesek from Novarion Systems briefed the delegation on quantum computing and its anticipated
impact on transaction security. Quantum computing’s unprecedented processing power will overshadow existing
security protocols, with current encryption standards easily breached. The briefing delivered a sobering wake-up
call that the industry must be vigilant to maintain and improve security as technology evolves.

Artificial Intelligence, or AI, is another game changer for the payments landscape. A presentation from IBM’s
Vivek Bajaj detailed real-life use cases of AI in the financial context. AI can automate AML and KYC requirements,
opening a gateway to instantaneous payments. IBM has introduced the industry’s first cognitive regtech system,
with compliance analytics powered by Watson, which has cut KYC onboarding processes from 15 down to four
minutes.
AI will soon be big business in China. Paul S. Triolo from the Eurasia Group detailed China’s recently announced
national AI strategy: By 2030, the country plans to integrate AI into every sphere of life including national defence,
manufacturing, medicine, financial services, and much more. Chinese companies are already leveraging AI and
machine learning, with Alipay processing up to 175 million transactions per day. Between quantum computing
and the Chinese AI strategy, the payments landscape is set to look very different in the near future.
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PAYMENTS INNOVATION:
CHINESE CASE STUDY
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With more than 500 million active users across China, Alipay
is a triumph in payments innovation. A track session by Jan
Lukas Korella from Deutsche Bundesbank and Yimei
Wenyang from ANT Financial set out to examine China’s
recent payments developments on two levels: local success and
global impact. Korella took the global perspective, detailing the
outcomes of a comparative study on retail payment behaviour
in China and Germany. Leapfrogging from cash to non-banks
has bypassed the traditional banking model in China, while in
Germany the traditional bank remains a trusted institution.
The study predicts, however, that instant payments may drive
innovation in Germany and that China will impose increasingly
strict oversight of non-bank payment providers.
Alipay is looking to
expand beyond the
borders of China. ANT’s
Wenyang
described
Alipay’s recent market
developments; it now
does business in more
than 200 countries and
regions, and supports
18 currencies.
As mobile wallets struggle to gain a foothold in Western
economies, the industry will be keeping a keen eye on where
Alipay’s international aspirations will lead.
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PROTECTING PAYMENTS:
CYBER DEFENCE AND FRAUD PREVENTION
In a track session on cyber defence and data protection, Vikas Munshi from ING Bank NV observed that the
traditional approach to security has outlived its utility. Cyber criminals are getting bolder as customer data becomes
as valuable as cash, and the responsibilities of banks in protecting this data are increasing – from improving fraud
detection and ensuring stronger authentication to enhancing the customer experience and monitoring regulatory
compliance. Vijay Mauree from the Standardization Bureau at ITU continued this theme by touching on the
objectives of ITU’s Working Group on Security, Infrastructure and Trust (SIT). SIT identifies vulnerabilities in digital
and mobile financial services, with the goal to establish international standards to protect consumers worldwide.
In his presentation on fraud prevention, Marco Doeland from the Dutch Payments Association shared the
Dutch success story in combatting e-banking and skimming fraud. Why, asks Doeland, has payment fraud declined
in the Netherlands – from €85M in 2012 down to €10M in 2016 – while it has increased exponentially elsewhere?
The lessons learned from the Dutch case study show that fraud levels can decline if relevant stakeholders focus
not only on technical measures, but also on collaborating to share information and launch anti-fraud initiatives.
Keeping the focus on the Netherlands, Petra Hielkema from De Nederlandsche Bank (DNB) delivered
a dynamic keynote on diversity in the payments ecosystem and the next level of supervision and regulatory
measures needed in this landscape. There is a clear appetite for financial innovation in the Netherlands, a fintech
hub that has experienced exponential growth over the last four years. With this explosive growth, however, comes
increased cyber risk. The TIBER (Threat Intelligence-based Ethical Red) Framework addresses this risk by delivering
controlled test attacks on live critical core systems to determine and improve the preventative capabilities of
targeted institutions. Hielkema closed out an engaging presentation by calling for the establishment of standards
for European cooperation in payments.
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THE NEW MAINSTREAM:
REGULATING CRYPTOCURRENCIES
& AML
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The
legal
payments
expertise of Payment
Counsel’s
Nadja
van
der Veer and Minerva’s
Michael Burtscher was
put to work in a track
session
exploring
the
new terrain presented by
cryptocurrencies, including
the current regulatory
landscape around them.
Much confusion surrounds
the legal status of cryptos, which would benefit from having
a globally agreed legal status and unilateral approach to
regulation. Despite negative press and official warnings, the
other side of the “coin” is that cryptos have benefits; they are
potentially cheaper, faster, and more secure than traditional
currency, and could increase efficiency and reduce transaction
costs.

FLORIN AWARDS
The Florin Awards ceremony recognized the best next-gen
innovations working to secure transactions. Mélisande Mual
from The Paypers and Joris den Bruinen from Hague Security
Delta announced this year’s distinguished winners. BioCatch
walked away with a double win, receiving both the Public and
Jury vote for 1st place. Distinctive for its behavioral biometrics
offerings, den Bruinen praised BioCatch for a concept that is
“innovative, secure, patented, proven at customers and also
scalable.” Digital Identity Service Provider Signicat also scored
a double win, receiving 1st Runner Up Jury Vote and 2nd
Runner Up Public Vote. SecuredTouch, also specializing in
behavioral biometrics, received the 2nd runner up Jury Vote,
while RiskIdent, provider of fraud prevention software, won
the 1st Runner Up Public Vote.
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NEXT LEVEL CHALLENGES IN PAYMENTS:
ANTICIPATING THE FUTURE
Moderated by Esther Groen of INNOPAY, the
final Keynote Panel Debate of EPS 2018 brought
together many of the event’s recurring themes, such
as regulatory complexity, digital identity standards,
industry fragmentation, the need for interoperability,
AI and quantum computing, and open banking.
The need for global alignment, increased collaboration,
and harmonization of standards threaded through
the debate. Venable’s Jeremy Grant stressed that
interoperability must be prioritized over reducing
fragmentation in payments. According to Wim Mijs
of the European Banking Federation, “The financial
industry needs enough flexibility to come up with
interoperable and secure payment solutions, because
the urge to harmonise is there to make it happen.” Collaboration is key. As John Broxis from Preta observed,
“industry players must come together to understand and implement the new reality to move forward. If we don’t
we will invent future problems.”

SECURING TRANSACTIONS INTO THE FUTURE
Over the coming year, the industry will face dynamic
market changes based on the new technologies
and new regulations discussed throughout EPS
2018. Securing transactions will continue to be a
priority for payments stakeholders and regulatory
bodies, with increased global standardization and
interoperability addressing some of the challenges
currently impacting the payments ecosystem.
CR looks forward to welcoming transaction and
payment professionals and experts to EPS 2019,
where we will continue the conversation on how the
industry can work together to secure transactions
and innovate for the benefit of both business and
consumers.
We invite you to send questions, comments, and topical ideas and suggestions to Mr. Gonzalo
Santamaria, Vice President, Payments at Currency Research:
gsantamaria@currency-research.com
For more information about the Payment Summits, visit
www.currencyresearch.com/conferences/the-payment-summits
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